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Abstract 
Recently, the U.S. Federal government and the Department of Defense an-
nounced the “Zero Trust” reigniting the debate on the logic of trust. Subject 
authentication is the core technology of cyber security. The traditional system 
is based on the reasoning logic of trust. The trust logic is the product of the 
situation that the authenticity of the subject cannot be proved, and the au-
thenticity of the subject is remedied by a third party’s certificates. However, 
the authenticity of certificates still cannot be proved, and can’t be used as 
evidence after the fact, so a complete signature protocol cannot be con-
structed. Trust provides a basis for face to face transaction, but not as evi-
dence afterwards. Trust-based reasoning logic adopts a decentralized key 
generation system, and the decentralized system has too strong exclusivity, 
which is easy to be used by criminal groups. Therefore, there is a new re-
quirement to construct new authentication logic, which is “Evidence Only 
Architecture”. The evidence based authentication logic proves the authentici-
ty of the subject through the one-to-one mapping between the identifier and 
the key. However, we have to admit that it is difficult to establish such a map-
ping. As long as the mapping is established, the real digital signature can be 
constituted and can be used as evidence after the fact. 
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1. Introduction 

Subject authentication is the core technology of cyber security, but it has been a 
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difficult problem. Recently, the “zero trust architecture” project [1] put forward 
by the U.S. DoD and the federal government has once again put the issue of trust 
on the crest of a wave. In 2005, PITAC proposed “mutual suspicion” as a securi-
ty principle for the first time in its report on “Cyber Security” [2]. This is an 
epoch-making conclusion. This was a watershed in the development of authen-
tication theory, but after 20 years, it still remains in the age of trust logic and has 
not made any progress. Both the U.S. DoD and the federal government recently 
proposed a “zero-trust architecture” [3], saying, “Never trust, always verify”. In 
the proof of subject authenticity, it is right to take zero trust as the starting point, 
and it is also right to always verify, but it does not indicate what to verify. In this 
“zero trust architecture”, the concept of “identifier” is put forward for the first 
time to distinguish identifier from identity, which is the only way to the subject 
authentication, although the authenticity of identifier has not been solved yet. 

There are two kinds of technologies subject authentication: one is the PKI cer-
tification system based on trust, and another is the CPK authentication system 
based on evidence. Through these two systems, the difference between trust 
mechanism and zero-trust mechanism in the authentication system is studied, 
and the discussion is further deepened, so that our theoretical research on cyber 
security is on the right track. In fact, the proposal of “mutual suspicion” and “zero 
trust” has sounded the end of the era of trust logic, while the rise of evidence-based 
authentication logic is lighting the fire of the development of new logic. 

2. Management Mode 
2.1. PKI Decentralized Mode 

The system in which the key pair is generated by individual is called decentra-
lized system. With the emergence of the Internet, the concept of decentralized 
system brought about a new problem under the new situation of public network, 
which has broken the boundary of private network. In the past, private networks 
were used by the military and related government departments, but now they are 
used by all Internet users. At this time, asymmetric public key system appeared, 
which can realize the closure of arbitrary communicating two sides in public 
network. The National Security Agency (NSA) realized that its plans to migrate 
classified managing method of closed LAN security to the open Internet would 
not work and had to explore a new way. The reason is very simple, the technol-
ogy has developed to close the two communicating sides, and there is no need 
for classified closure. The policy of civil-military integration adopted later was a 
major change brought about by the emergence of new technologies. In such en-
vironment, decentralized key management is put forward by PGP, the key is 
generated by individuals, and the public key is published. PKI distributes public 
keys on the basis of decentralized PGP in the form of certificates in which the 
public-key and identifier is bound. The Certificate form was originated on the 
network of the U.S. Department of Defense. The key was generated by the Key 
Management Center and distributed in the form of certificates, which was called 
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the Certificate Agency (CA). PKI borrowed the form of the certificate, and called 
it Certificate Authentication (CA) at first, but is changed to the Certificate Au-
thority (CA). 

The system of generating private-keys by individuals is excessively exclusive, 
and it is also exclusive to regulators. Such exclusivity, if used by the underworld 
and drug cartels, will cause great difficulties in solving the case, which is ob-
viously detrimental to safeguarding national interests. Now that the CA is effec-
tively central, what exactly is the benefit of generating private-keys by individu-
als? Some people say that CA crime can be prevented, but in fact, the main secu-
rity threat is not CA crime, but is the criminal’s crime using the binding func-
tion of CA to commit fake certificate. 

2.2. CPK Centralized Mode 

CPK centralized mode is a traditional key management mode. Whether it can 
meet the needs of large-scale, individual and open network is the only criterion 
to measure the rationality of key management. Centralization and decentraliza-
tion are just different management methods, without principle differences. PKI 
can also be centrally managed. China Customs introduced PKI, and creatively 
adopted central key distribution according to the needs of its own business. The 
practice proves that it is feasible to transform PKI into a centralized system, and 
it should be the user’s right to select what kind of mechanism. But in China, be-
cause the centralized system for distributing keys did not comply with China’s 
digital signature law, the competent department refused to approve it. A specific 
technical method is determined in legal form, reflecting the backwardness and 
confusion in the regulations and management of information security in China. 
European electronic signature law stipulates that as long as it is approved by 
both parties, the signature has legal effect. It’s straightforward and consistent 
with the law of contract respecting users’ rights. 

CPK implements centralized mode, because of the solution to large scaled key 
management, one step of horizontal management to the whole network can be 
achieved with a few KB matrix space which can represent infinite public-keys, 
and the public matrix is published, so that anyone can calculate anyone’s pub-
lic-key, ensuring the personalized needs allowing to be supervised. More impor-
tantly, CPK is a public key system that establishes one-to-one mapping between 
identifier and key, which is recognized as the core technology, because only 
one-to-one mapping can solve the authenticity of identifier and ontology, and 
then prove the authenticity of the subject. This kind of system solves a pair of 
contradictions between decentralized application and centralized management, 
which can ensure the information security system to run more effectively. 

3. Authentication Logic 
3.1. PKI Trust Logic 

PKI certification system is the product of trust logic, and the proof by third party 
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is a last resort in the case that one cannot prove his own authenticity. In the 
book of IATF (Information Assurance Technical Framework), the trust transfer 
of PKI is described as follows: If a trust relationship is established between two 
CAs, the employees of the two CAs have the same trust relationship. Schnaier 
has said that if this logic holds, it could lead to the joke that UCLA graduates can 
go to MIT to get their diplomas. In fact, the international standard CC described 
that trust transfer causes trust dilution, so the transfer should not be more than 
four times. The initial PKI attempts to increase the number of CA by trust 
transfer to solve the problem of large-scale key management. Obviously, IATF’s 
understanding is wrong. 

We have to see that the current key management mechanism, whether centra-
lized KDC or decentralized CA mechanism, still follows the principle of trust, 
and the existing trust logic based on behavior and belief logic based on model 
reasoning are still not free from the bondage of trust relationship. Trust as a so-
ciological term, plays an important role, but the authentication system is a proof 
system, proofs needs evidence, not trust, proof has nothing to do with trust. 
There is no need for any additional provisions in the proof, because artificial 
provisions fall under the category of trust. Trust is a basis for transaction, but it 
can not be evidence afterwards. Therefore, it only applies to situations where 
evidence is no longer required afterwards. According to the experience of U.S. 
military cyber warfare [3], the most effective means of network attack is to ob-
tain login through password and take over system rights by trust transfer, thus 
trust transfer has become a hidden danger of security.  

3.2. CPK Truth Logic 

CPK authentication system executes truth logic. In truth logic, identifier and 
identity have long been distinguished, and identity is defined as the unity of 
identifier and ontology. The authenticity of identity can be solved only when the 
authenticity of identifier is solved. In 2005, PITAC declared in its report on 
“Cyber Security” that “Cyber security is so complicated, there is no silver bullet”. 
However, in Chinese folk QNS studio in 2006, put forward that identity is com-
posed of identifier and ontology, subject authentication can only be solved by 
identifier authentication, and thus constructed one to one mapping between 
identifier and keys, and the authenticity of identifier is achieved by key paring. 
The authenticity of identifier further proves the authenticity of subject [4]. CPK 
found the “silver bullet” and solved the subject authenticity through the identifi-
er authentication. As long as the authenticity of the subject is solved, other secu-
rity proofs become as simple as stacking wood, so the authentication of the sub-
ject becomes the core technology of cyber security.  

Truth logic is an authentication logic based on evidence, consists of evi-
dence-showing system and evidence-verifying system, in which what evidence is 
shown, what evidence is verified. Without evidence there is nothing to be veri-
fied. From the perspective of theoretical research, authentication logic only stays 
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on trust logic, the theory is unable to move forward. The establishment of trust 
relationship is not the ultimate goal to be achieved by the authentication system, 
but is to prove the authenticity of the subject to achieve information assurance, 
because the truth logic solved the problem of the authenticity of the identifier 
claimed by the subject. The key management center can prove the scope and 
authenticity of the used key, hence the key distribution breaks away from trust 
logic and opens up a new key distribution method based on proof relation. In 
terms of CPK system, the relation between users and the KDC is a proof relation, 
where the authenticity of the center can be proved, and the authenticity of public 
matrix can also be proved, Independent of trust, the proof system becomes more 
and more objective. 

4. Authentication Methods 
4.1. Certification Method of PKI 

The certification method of PKI is carried out by using digital signature standard 
DSS [5], and DSS is a mathematical formula to prove whether the public and 
private keys are paired. The proof is to use the private-key and random number 
to calculate a check code c and proof code s, and its verification is to use the 
public-key and proof code s to calculate the check code c'. If c = c', the pair of the 
public and private keys is proved. A trust relationship can be established be-
tween the prover and the verifier, but it is not yet a signature, because only the 
pair of public and private keys is proved, and the subject authenticity proof was 
not given yet. Therefore, DSS itself does not have the function of signature. In 
order to enable DSS to have digital signature function, the CA center of PKI 
binds the identity and public-key in the certificate, so that DSS signature and CA 
certificate are combined to form digital signature, but this can only be true un-
der the assumption that the CA has been verified to be true. However, CA’s au-
thenticity cannot be proved before the problem of subject’s authenticity proof is 
solved, so it has to go back to the trust logic and cannot achieve “zero trust” or 
“never trust”. 

In addition, a digital signature should have the same lifetime as the signed 
document, the key cannot be replaced during the validity period of the docu-
ment. However, in the individualized decentralized system, the key can be 
changed, so the validity of the certificate is needed to be verified. 

4.2. The Authentication Method of CPK 

The authentication method of CPK is carried out under CPK public key system. 
CPK is realized by elliptic curve ECC. The curve is defined with y2 = x3 + ax + b 
and parameter T = (a, b, G, p, n), where G is the generator, p is the module, and 
n is the order. In CPK, there is a one-to-one mapping between the subject’s 
identifier and the key. So the authenticity proof of identifier is simple, first use 
random number k to generate check code c: ( )G ,k x y c= → , then use random 
number k and private-key sk to generate proof code s: k−1sk mod n = s, its veri-
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fication is to use proof code s and public-key PK to calculate the check code c': 
1 Gs PK k c− ′= → . If c = c', it is proved that sk and PK are a key-pair, thus the 

authenticity of the key is proved. The key is directly generated by the identifier 
and a one-to-one mapping is formed between the idetifier and the key. There-
fore, the authenticity of the key directly proves the authenticity of the identifier. 
After the authenticity of the identifier is proved, the authenticity proof of the 
subject, slave and object can be realized by the combination principle of elliptic 
curve. For example, the authenticity of the subject is proved by the sum of the 
private-keys of identifier and ontology, and verified by the sum of the pub-
lic-keys of identifier and ontology. The slave authenticity is proved by the sum of 
the private-keys of identifier and the slave, and verified by the sum of the pub-
lic-keys of identifier and the slave. The object authenticity is proved by the sum 
of the public-keys of identifier and the object, and verified by the sum of the 
public-keys of identifier and the object. The compound authentication proves 
simultaneously the authenticity of the subject, slave and object, and provides 
proof of traceability, attribution and responsibility. The public key matrix of 
CPK is published with the signature of key management center, so the authen-
ticity of the subject (key management center) and the the public matrix (object) 
can be verified by everyone, the scope and the proof relationship are clear, which 
is the biggest difference from CA. 

5. Authentication Range 

The following takes network communication as an example to compare the au-
thentication range of PKI and CPK. Communication events are divided into two 
events, sending events occur at the sending end, receiving events occur at the 
receiving end, sending events and receiving events constitute a virtual internet of 
event (IoE). In the IoE, it is up to the sender to send information, including 
malware like viruses, at will. But the actual control is in the hands of the receiv-
ing side, which has the right to decide whether to accept or reject, and whether 
to process or not. As the authentication system is the unification of the proof 
system and the verification system, the proof of authenticity should be provided 
in the sending event to ensure that the verification can be passed in the receiving 
event. 

5.1. CPK Communication Event 

The sender provides the authenticity evidence of the subject, slave, and object. 
For example, Alfa sends data X to Beta, then Alfa is the subject, Beta is the slave, 
and data is the object. 

There are two cases of sending event. One is the case where the receiver needs 
to separate “proof before event” and “proof after event”, such as online commu-
nication with a large volume of business; The second is the case that does not 
need to be handled separately, such as offline communication like E-mail. 
Among them, proof before event is carried out before data transmission, while 
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proof after event is carried out after data transmission. Proof of before event and 
proof after event are independent of each other. 

5.1.1. CPK Sending Event 
Evidence for proof before event includes proofs of the authenticity of the sender 
Alfa, receiver Beta, data X is provided separately. The object authenticity proof 
can be given separately. Evidence for proof before event, there are three types: 

The first type is identifier authentication. Identifier authentication is a signa-
ture to identifier by key. It is called “identifier signature”. Identifier includes 
static and dynamic. Static identifier authenticity code SIC is to replace the tradi-
tional “password certification”, but does not prevent replication attacks: 

( ) ( )2 16
1 1 1 1 1 1G , ; mod 2k x y x y c= + =                 (1) 

( )1
1 Alfa 1modk sk n s− =  

( )1 1SIC ,s c=  

where, k is a random number, G is the generator, skAlfa is the private key of IPAlfa, 
c is the check code, s is the signature code, and (s, c) constitutes the signature. 

The dynamic identifier authenticity code DIC is to replace the traditional dy-
namic password. The private-key is added to time to prevent copy and DOS at-
tacks: 

( ) ( )2 16
2 2 2 2 2 2G , ; mod 2k x y x y c= + =                 (2) 

( )( )1
2 Alfa 2time modk sk n s− + =  

( )2 2DIC ,s c=  

The second type is ontology authentication, marked with Ont. Ontology au-
thentication is signature to ontology by identifier. It is called “ontology signature” 
or “identity authentication” 

( ) ( )2 16
3 3 3 3 3 3G , ; mod 2k x y x y c= + =                 (3) 

( )1
3 alfa Alfa 3ontology modk sk n s− + =  

( )3 3Ont ,s c=  

The third type is slave or object authentication, marked with Obj: slave and 
object authentication is the signature of the subject to the slave or object. Among 
them, slave authentication can be carried out before data transmission, therefore, 
identifier, ontology and slave authentication are called “proof before event”, and 
object authentication is called “proof after event”. 

( ) ( )2 16
4 4 4 4 4 4G , ; mod 2k x y x y c= + =                (4) 

( )1
4 Alfa 4data modk sk n s− + =  

( )4 4Obj ,s c=  

A signature simultaneously certifies the authenticity of subject, slave and ob-
ject. 
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The sender can encrypt data using CPK key encryption protocol. First com-
putes the public-key PKBeta of the receiver (IPBeta): 

( )Beta BetaHash IP ; Ri viv PKσ= =∑  

Encrypts the data encryption key with the other party’s public key PKBeta 

( )key BetaG key; E data code;k k PK λ→ = ∗ =  

Sends (code, λ) to Beta. 

5.1.2. CPK Receiving Event 
The receiving event mainly verifies the sender’s evidence, including IPAlfa, IPBeta 
and data authenticity. The verification Implements CPK protocol and GAP 
one-step protocol [6]. 

When verifying, first calculates the signer’s public-key PKAlfa with the identifi-
er: 

( ) [ ]Alfa AlfaHash IP , R
ii vv PK= →∑  

The verification before event is as follows: 
The first type: to verify static identifier authenticity code, directly proves the 

authenticity of the subject: 
1

1 Alfa 1 1Gs PK k c− ′= →  

The second type: to verify dynamic identifier authenticity code: directly 
proves the authenticity of the subject: 

( )1
2 Alfa 2 2timeG Gs PK k c− ′+ = →  

The third type: to verify the authenticity of the slave: to prove the authenticity 
of the subject and the slave simultaniously; 

( )1
3 Beta Alfa 3 3IP G Gs PK k c− ′+ = →  

The verification after event is carried out after the data is received, to prove 
the authenticity of the subject and objectsimultaniously; 

( )1
4 Alfa 4 4dataG Gs PK k c− ′+ = →  

If the data is encrypted, first decrypts data before authentication. Beta uses its 
own private-key to decrypt the data encryption key: 

1
Beta keysk λ− ∗ =  

Decrypt data with data encryption key: 

( )keyD code data=  

5.2. PKI Communication Event 
5.2.1. PKI Sending Event 

Evidence for proof before event: Traditional symmetric password. 
Evidence for proof after event: executes the DSS signature protocol. 

( )1 0 0 0 1G , ; modk x y x n c= →  
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( )1
1 1data modk c sk n s− + ∗ =  

The authenticity proof of public-key PK bounded to identity by certificate, 
such as: 

( )alfaHash IP PK h+ =  

( )1
2 CA 2modk h sk n s− + = ; 

sign1 = (s1,c1) and sign2 = (s2,c2) are combined to form a complete signature. 
But the authenticity of certificate has not been provided 

When encrypting, PKI first ask for the other party’s public-key certificate, af-
ter verification of the certificate, the data encrypting key can be encrypted with 
the public-key.  

5.2.2. PKI Receiving Event 
Verification before event: passwords can be compared but do not prove the au-
thenticity of the subject. 

Verification after event: implements DSS protocol and SSL protocol with 
6-steps 13-sentences.  

First use the public key PK provided by the sender’s certificate to verify the 
signature to the data: 

( )1
1 1 1data Gs c PK c− ′∗ + ∗ →  

If 1 1c c′= , it is proved that the private-key sk used for signature and the pub-
lic-key PK used for verification are a pair of keys, so the data is true. But there’s 
no proof of whose signature. Since the sender’s identity and public-key are 
bound by the certificate, the certificate is also verified: 

( )AlfaHash IP PK h+ =  

( )1
2 2 CA 2Gs h c PK c− ′∗ + ∗ → ; 

If 2 2c c′= , it proves that this is the signature of the sender Alfa, but the au-
thenticity of CA has not been proved. 

6. Function and Performance 

The Function comparison between PKI and CPK of above example is summa-
rized in the following table. 
 

Function Matrix 
Proofs Before 

Event 
Key Encryption Signature Verify 

Subject 
Evidence 

Verify 

PKI CA No 
1. Ask for certificate 

2. Verify certificate, 2nG 
3. Key encryption, 2nG 

224B + identifier 4nG 4nB 2nG 

CPK 
8 × 8 Yes Key encryption, 2nG 1n + 4B = 36B 2nG 1nB 1nG 

4 × 4 Yes Key encryption, 2nG 10B..20B 2nG 1nB 1nG 

Compared  No: Yes 3:1 7:1 4:2 4: 1 2:1 

Note: n * G in the table represents an elliptic curve operation. 
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The performance comparison between zero trust and evidence only architec-
tures is simply summarized in the following table. 

 
Performance Zero Trust Arcitectire Evidence Only Architecture 

Security Principle Mutual Suspicion → Zero Trust Evidence sowing and verification 

Authentication Logic BAN Logic Truth Logic 

Authentication protocol SSL (13 steps) GAP (one step) 

Authentication Method Trust Transfer A thing a proof 

Authentication Object To recognize foe To recognize friend 

Network Application Back to Civil-military separation Can realize Civil-military integration 

Identifier Formation Identifier was formed in 2021 Identifier was formed and solved in 2006 

Private-key generation Decentralized Generation, no supervision Centralized generation, allowing supervision 

Public-key generation Generated from private-key Computed by a Public matrix 

Identifier Authentication X Identifier is authenticated by key 

Subject Authentication Strong Password + easy CA Certificate Subject is proven by identifier 

Dynamic Password None Authenticated Identifier with time 

Identity Authentication None Ontology is proven by identifier 

Slave Authentication None Slave is authenticated by Subject 

Object Authentication Proved by CA Certificate Object is proved by subject 

DSS Signature Standard Only establishes trust relation Identifier is Mapped into key 

Digital Seal X For individual or organization 

Recognizer  
Friend or foe identification,  

Anti-counterfeit label 

Access Authentication None Subject verification 

Adopt Authentication By certificate Object verification 

Data Encryption DES: fixed block encryption BLK: dynamic block encryption 

Key Encryption X Computes other party’s public key to encrypt 

Domain of keys Unable to define Defined clearly 

Software trade mark X √ 

Software 1st class authorization Single authorization trusted computing Software Authorized by manufacturer 

Software 2nd class authorization None Software Authorized by clients 

Software 3rd class authorization None Software Authorized by individual 

Digital currency issuance Issued by central bank Opened by account 

Currency template None Issued by commercial bank 

Authorization Letter None Authorization letter of Central bank 

Currency flow None Payer and payee are indicated 

Currency attribution None No vaults or purses needed 

Crime of duplication Difficult to find Easy to find 

Function For payment For payment and settlement 
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6. Summary 

The difference is mainly reflected in whether the authenticity of the subject can 
be proved and whether the function of “proof before event” can be realized, and 
these are the most critical elements to achieve the goal of information assurance. 
For example, in communication, the authenticity of the subject can be verified 
before data transmission, and in transaction, the authenticity of currency can be 
verified before payment. PKI uses certificates to recover its subject authentica-
tion function, but the authenticity of CA still relies on trust relationship and the 
use of certificates increases the burden of certificate verification and increases 
the amount of information, causing a big performance difference. Especially 
when the system is extended, the relationship between different CAs can only be 
trusted. 

In the field of communication and areas of the economy, 5G networks, satel-
lite networks, remote control, sensor networks, and digital economy booming, 
the demand for the subject authentication is becoming more and more urgent. 
In this case, an in-depth discussion of zero-trust architecture or evidence-only 
architecture is necessary. 
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